A NEW GENERATION OF MODULAR BIOLOGICAL PARTS WASHER

It cleans your parts without Solvent, while respecting operators’ health and the environment.

The biological parts washer is based on a natural regeneration using Human’s body principles: temperature with bath heated at 38°C, oxygen thanks to the oxygen pump – and micro-organisms to digest / kill the oil and pollutants.

This process ensures a cost effective and efficient maintenance.
**THE NEW GENERATION BIOLOGICAL PARTS WASHER**

**THAT FITS THE SIZE OF YOUR PARTS**

**MODULAR PARTS WASHER**

**OPTIMAL CLEANING PROCESS**
- Biological Parts Washer heated at 38°C for a high class maintenance cleaning through the brush, the soaking or the sprinkle. *No more solvent.*

**MODULAR SIZE**
- A tank with an electronic kit, 3 sizes for the cleaning area
- Innovation: choose the size of the working area that fits to your maintenance needs

**EASY MAINTENANCE**
- Interchangeable electronic kit
- Easy to drain system. Visual indicator of the fluid level

**PERFORMER PARTS WASHER**

**BLUELIQUID**
- Cleaning solution for biological parts washer
  - Water based solution composed of specific surfactants, non-toxic and non-flammable.

**BLUETABLET**
- Concentrate of microorganisms continuously regenerating the solution.

**MINIMIZE WASTE AND MAINTENANCE**

**Solvent**
- Draining and complete replacement of the solution

**Biological parts washer**
- Bath regeneration with a tablet

**ECOLOGICAL PARTS WASHER**

**OPERATORS’ HEALTH**
- Solvent Free - Optimal Health & Safety conditions.

**SAVINGS**
- Cost Control. No more inconvenient regular drain thanks to the action of the class 1 microorganisms.

**ENVIRONMENT**
- Minimizes waste and helps protecting the environment.

**L**
- 845 mm

**XL**
- 1280 mm

**XXL**
- 1600 mm
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**Discover the OCEAN INOX PARTS WASHER VIDEO**
www.ecospot.tv/inox